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Abstract

This paper describes our Complex Cross-Lingual
Question Answering (CCLQA) system based on the
technologies used in our past NTCIR systems for
QAC and CLQA. We implemented a new rule-based
English question analyzer to extract English query
terms, which are translated into Japanese by trans-
lation dictionaries. For DEFINITION, BIOGRAPHY,
and EVENT questions, we reused our definition mod-
ule for QAC-4. For RELATIONSHIP questions, we de-
veloped a new module based on our why-QA approach
for QAC-4. When these modules were not applicable,
a simple sentence retriever was used. According to
the organizers’ evaluation results, although our EN-
JA system performed rather poorly due to the low cov-
erage of the translation dictionaries, our JA-JA system
achieved the second best score among the four partic-
ipants.

1 Introduction

Question answering (QA) has been extensively

studied in the last decade. Although in the beginning

of QA research most systems aimed to answer sim-

ple questions that request names (person names, loca-

tion names, etc.) and numerical expressions (e.g., date,

length etc.), the focus is now moving towards answer-

ing more complex questions that request definitions,

relations, causes/reasons, procedures, and so forth.

This paper describes our Complex Cross-Lingual

Question Answering (CCLQA) system for the

NTCIR-7 Advanced Cross-lingual Information Access

(ACLIA) task where the question types dealt with are

DEFINITION, BIOGRAPHY, RELATIONSHIP, and

EVENT. The task requests that English questions be

answered by Japanese answers. Figure 1 shows the

architecture of our system.

In building our system, our principle emphasized

reusing most of our existing resources so that we could

find modules that need improvement for CCLQA.

Based on this principle, we reused the English ques-

tion analyzer and the English-to-Japanese translation

dictionaries we used for CLQA-1 [6]. The English

question analyzer was extended to cope with CCLQA

questions because only factoid questions were consid-

ered at CLQA-1.

For BIOGRAPHY, DEFINITION, and EVENT

questions, we retrieved documents by Lucene with

Okapi/BM25 and reused the definition answering

module developed for QAC-4 [3]. For RELATION-

SHIP questions, we developed and built a new answer-

ing module in the same manner as our why-question

answering module [4]. For questions that cannot be

classified, we simply used Lucene that returns a ranked

list of single sentences based on Okapi/BM25. Since

these answering modules work on Japanese, the input

for them must be translated beforehand by the question

analyzer and the translation dictionaries.

In Section 2, we describe how we translate

English questions using the English-to-Japanese

translation dictionaries. In Sections 3 and 4,

we describe our answering modules for DEFINI-

TION/BIOGRAPHY/EVENT and RELATIONSHIP

questions. In Section 5, we describe our system’s for-

mal run results and possible improvements.

2 Dictionary-based Translation

For BIOGRAPHY, DEFINITION, and EVENT

questions, target entities (hereafter, targets), such as

names of persons, organizations, or events, must be

extracted. For RELATIONSHIP questions, the two en-

tities being related must be identified. To extract them,

we used hand-crafted rules. Once targets/entities

have been identified, we translate them using transla-

tion dictionaries. The dictionaries used are EDICT,

ENAMDICT, and an in-house E/J dictionary devel-

oped for NTT’s traditional machine translation system,

ALT-J/E.

Although we are currently making progress with

statistical machine translation (SMT) [11, 10], here,

we used the dictionary-based method for its simplicity.

We plan to introduce SMT techniques in the future.
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Figure 1. E/J System Architecture

2.1 Translating Targets

We suppose a target has a maximum of three words.

When it has more than three words, we only focus on

the initial three words.

When the target has three words (A, B, and C), we

first consult the translation dictionaries to see whether

they have such a three-word entry (“A B C”). If an en-

try is found, its translations are retrieved. If the look-

up fails, we check whether the dictionaries contain the

initial two words (“A B”) as an entry. If this also fails,

we check whether entry “A” exists in the dictionaries.

When we find an entry for “A”, we retain the transla-

tions for “A” and then look-up in the dictionaries using

the longest match principle for the remaining words;

that is, “B C” and then “B” if “B C” fails.

At the end of this process, we have n (1 ≤ n ≤ 3)

parts of the target with multiple translation alterna-

tives. We then compute all possible combinations

of the translation alternatives. For example, when

“A B C” is separated into two parts, “A B” and

“C”, with their alternatives {AB1, AB2, . . . , ABn}
and {C1, C2, . . . , Cm}, we have n × m translations.

The combinations are sorted by their frequency order

from Mainichi newspaper articles (1998–2001).

To obtain the frequency of an arbitrary string ef-

ficiently, we used a variant of Compressed Suffix Ar-
ray (CSA) [9]. CSA is also useful to check unknown

words. In Japanese, inter-word spaces are not used.

When the morphological analyzer does not know a

certain word in a sentence, it often fails to determine

word boundaries, leading to failures in commonly-

used word-based inverted index search engines. CSA

is robust in this sense because it performs a character-

based search.

3 Definition Module

For DEFINITION, BIOGRAPHY, and EVENT

questions, we reused our DEFINITION module for

QAC-4 with a slight modification. In QAC-4, we

used a simple pattern-based approach for definition

questions. For example, we had “Y such as X” and

“Y (X)” as our patterns, where X is the target and

Y is the definition phrase to be extracted. Since we

observed that most definitions we retrieved were ob-

tained from a single pattern that extracts rentai (ad-

nominal modification) or renyou (adverbial modifica-

tion) clauses depending on X, we simply used this sin-

gle pattern for answer extraction. In QAC-4, Harada et

al. [2] and Murata et al. [8] also extracted modifying

phrases as answer candidates.

For example, we obtained the following answer

candidates for “President Suharto (スハルト大統領)”:

• 32年間にわたって，人口約 2億人のインドネ
シアを牛耳ってきたスハルト大統領 (President

Suharto, who has been ruling Indonesia with the

population of 200 million for 32 years)

• 人口 2億人を抱える大国で，32年間も指導者
であるスハルト大統領 (President Suharto, who

has been the ruler of a major nation of over 200

million people for 32 years)

To extract adnominal or adverbial clauses, we used

a tree-based search program called Tgrep21. We first

parsed the target using CaboCha2 and made a depen-

dency tree for the target (e.g., “スハルト (Suharto)”

depending on “大統領 (President)”). Then, all sub-

trees containing the dependency tree were retrieved

1http://tedlab.mit.edu/˜dr/TGrep2/index.html
2http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/cabocha/
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from Mainichi newspaper articles that had been con-

verted into dependency trees using CaboCha in ad-

vance. To quicken the search process, we first identi-

fied document IDs containing the target using Lucene

and only searched through the dependency trees of the

documents for the IDs.

For answer candidate evaluation, we used the sum

of the scores of content words in C:

candscoredef(C) =
∑

w∈CW(C)

wordscoredef(w),

where CW(C) is the set of content words (verbs,

nouns, and adjectives) in C .

It is reasonable to consider that a content word

shared by many answer candidates indicates a better

definition than another word shared by only a few can-

didates. Therefore, we defined the word score by the

log of the count (term frequency without normaliza-

tion) of word w in the set of all candidates {Ci} found

by Tgrep2:

wordscoredef(w) = log(tf(w; {Ci})).

4 Relationship Module

For RELATIONSHIP questions, we took the same

approach as our why QA approach [4], which auto-

matically mines patterns regarding a certain semantic

relation (e.g., CAUSE) from a semantically tagged cor-

pus, such as the EDR corpus3, and uses the patterns

to rank answer candidates. This approach resembles

[1], which uses automatically acquired soft-patterns
for ranking.

When the two entities whose relation we want to

find are input to this module, they are first concate-

nated by a Japanese particle “と (and)” to create a

search query. Then, using this query, we turned to

Lucene to retrieve the top-20 documents. We used

all the sentences in the retrieved documents as answer

candidates. For each answer candidate, we calculated

two kinds of scores: the relation score and the similar-
ity score.

To obtain the relation score, we first created a clas-

sifier that distinguishes sentences expressing relation-

ships from others by the following steps:

• We tagged each sentence in the EDR corpus

with Goi Taikei’s [5] semantic categories (word

senses) and these sentences were transformed

into tree structures in the same manner as [4].

• By using the semantic categories, each sentence

in the corpus was classified into two classes de-

pending on whether the sentence has one of the

semantic categories corresponding to the word “

関係 (relationship)”.

3http://www2.nict.go.jp/r/r312/EDR/index.html

• Then we removed these semantic categories from

the trees, applied the training program of BACT, a

tree-based boosting algorithm [7], and obtained a

BACT classification model. We removed the cat-

egories from the training data to obtain implicit

patterns that describe relationships.

We used BACT’s output for answer candidate C as

its relation score (scorerel(C)).
For the similarity score, we used the coverage of

inverse document frequency (IDF) scores:

scoresim(C) =

∑
w∈CW(Q)∩CW(C) idf(w)∑

w∈CW(Q) idf(w)
,

where CW is a function that returns content words

for question Q and answer candidate C . The overall

score of C is simply the sum of the two scores:

score(C) = scorerel(C) + scoresim(C).

5 Results and Possible Improvements

Table 1 shows our system’s performance. Our JA-

JA system was the second best among the four sys-

tems. However, our EN-JA system had difficulty an-

swering many questions. Such poor performance was

caused by the fragility of the English question anal-

ysis and dictionary-based translation modules. Here,

we describe how we could improve these modules.

The system failed to solve the next question due to

the fragility of the translation module.

• ACLIA1-JA-T10: ”Please tell me about Martina

Navratilova.”

The translation module consulted the translation

dictionary for “Martina Navratilova” and obtained “マ
ルティナナヴラティロワ” as its translation. However,

CSA rejected this translation because no such string

appears in the given Japanese documents. Therefore,

the system failed to answer this question.

After the formal run, we added a fail-safe mech-

anism to avoid this situation. Currently, the system

tries to find other translations using the combination of

words in the target. For example, each word of “Mar-

tina Navratilova” has the following translations:

• Martina: マルチナ,マーティナ,マルティナ

• Navratilova: ナブラチロワ,ナヴラティロワ

Then, the translation module checks all combina-

tions of these and can successfully obtain “マルチナ・
ナブラチロワ”. Figure 2 shows the term frequencies

given by CSA.

In this way, we can solve most of the failures.

Sometimes, however, the dictionary does not have an

appropriate entry. For example, the system failed to

solve the next question because there is no entry for

“Suharto”.
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Table 1. Scores of our system

answer class DEFINITION BIOGRAPHY RELATIONSHIP EVENT ALL

our JA-JA system’s score 0.2888 0.1788 0.2209 0.0915 0.1873

best score of other JA-JA systems 0.4201 0.1900 0.2332 0.0937 0.2201

our EN-JA system’s score 0.1699 0.0932 0.0476 0.0023 0.0676

Table 2. Term frequencies given by CSA
マルチナ 332 マルチナナブラチロワ 0

マーティナ 0 マルチナ・ナブラチロワ 18
マルティナ 9 マルティナナブラチロワ 0

ナブラチロワ 39 マルティナ・ナブラチロワ 0
ナヴラティロワ 0

• ACLIA1-JA-T3: ”Please tell me about President

Suharto.”

We can obtain the correct translation “スハル
ト” for “Suharto” easily by modifying our back-
transliteration module that we introduced for CLQA

J-E[6]. We have not implemented an E-J translitera-

tion module yet, but the J-E back-transliteration mod-

ule returned “Suharto” as the second best candidate for

“スハルト”. The best candidate is “Soeharto”, which

is an alternative transliteration of Suharto.

Even the J-E transliteration module is useless for

new expressions such as “embryonic stem cells” in the

following question because its translation, “ES細胞”,

cannot be derived from transliteration.

• ACLIA1-JA-T106: ”I would like to know about

the relationship between stem cells and embry-

onic stem cells.”

For such cases, we must obtain new words and

their translations from multilingual resources such as

Wikipedia.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper described our Complex Cross-Lingual

Question Answering (CCLQA) system based on the

technologies used in our past NTCIR systems for QAC

and CLQA. Our JA-JA system showed relatively good

performance, but our EN-JA system did not work as

well due to the fragility of the English question analy-

sis and E-J translation modules. We discussed possible

improvements for these modules.
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